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i could not find any documentation that indicated that the xln-audio tools such
as the drums were not supported in this version. other than the lack of the
bundled xln-audio studio files, all of the other bundled files have been included
in the sonar platinum version as well. cakewalk bandlab includes the same
tracks as sonar platinum. the only difference is that the cakewalk bandlab
tracks do not have the cakewalk transport settings option. this is a serious
shortcoming, as cakewalk bandlab lacks the transport settings and transport
mixer. yet another difference between cakewalk bandlab and sonar platinum is
that cakewalk bandlab can only be used in the linear 2.0 domain. sonar
platinum can be used in the linear 1.0 domain as well as in the 3. also, in the
linear 2.0 domain, the cakewalk bandlab tools are not available. this is a huge
shortcoming, as the cakewalk bandlab tools are very impressive and even
have a small price tag. when i first started using cakewalk bandlab i thought it
was kind of lame because it had no transport settings, that is until i started
using the xln-audio tools that are included in this version. cakewalk bandlab
does allow you to export files using the standard cakewalk export options, but
this is not the same as the xln-audio tools. also, cakewalk bandlab does not
have an audio editor such as the xln-audio sequence editor, which is a very
powerful tool. sonar platinum is a great product and cakewalk bandlab is
better in many ways. however, if youre looking for a great software bundle
with a price tag of zero dollars, you should certainly consider the sonar
platinum bundle.
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